
           7 May 2016 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to send along a complaint about a Bolens string trimmer and my attempt to get assistance 

from MTD.   

I started with by trying the “Live Chat” I found on your web site.  Once connected to a customer service 

agent, I sent along a Word file with the text shown in red below.   After she read my note, Melany B. said 

the Live Chat was oriented more toward common Operators Manual inquiries and that issues like mine 

would best be handled by “an experienced service technician”.  She gave me an 800 number (800-800-

7310) and a file or case number (# 160507 – 000392)   I called at about 10:05 am (Central time), 

Saturday, the 7th of May and spoke with Stacy.  She opened the case file, read the summary I sent, and 

said she would “send me up to the factory”.  That is to say she was going to forward my call to a 

technician in the factory.  

I have a Bolens BL110 25cc string trimmer I bought about a year ago.  (Model number: 41BD110G965 / 

Serial Number 1A154DH1581) It is a great trimmer and I have been very happy with it until recently.  I 

started encountering trouble getting the bump knob off to facilitate line replacement on the inner 

reel.  I am a person that understands machines and takes care of my equipment.  This malady has 

proved extremely frustrating, as the last couple of iterations it has taken as long as half an hour to 

install new line.   

I am 62 and have had many trimmers overt the span of my life.  I have never had a trimmer with this 

kind of trouble.  To cope with the frozen bolt I have to literally wrench the bump knob off the 

mounting bolt, use vice grips and slip joint pliers to get the bolt out of the drive shaft and the inner 

reel off the spindle. It is hard on the bump knob’s structural integrity and they’re priced at an absurd 

$10 apiece.   

Has this been identified as an issue with this model trimmer?  Is there an engineering / design fix? 

It is extremely aggravating and I am about ready to throw the whole thing in the trash.    

Please help.  Thank you. 

Rick Thorpe, rickithorpe@sbcglobal.net, Tuttle, OK, 317.518-5609  

I spoke with John at the factory.  He talked as if my call was some kind of a warranty claim, and that I 

was well outside of the warranty period for the head.  I hadn’t really thought about it in those terms 

actually, because to me, the kind of difficulty I am experiencing are more as a result of some kind of 

design flaw which I thought might help justify your providing me with some kind of resolution.   

I told John that wording in the Operator’s Manual I downloaded from your site suggests you’re familiar 

with the kind of problem I am having.  John acknowledged it is a problem he was aware of.  He told me 

he uses “channel lock” pliers himself to remove the head.  I told him I could not get the bump knob off 
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even using pliers.  He told me I should try using a vise for the entire head.  It was about this time it 

occurred to me John was something less that sympathetic with my plight.  I found John’s attitude kind of 

“off-putting” as I can’t help but think ease of line replacement should be one of the features by which 

the manufacturer lures customers.   

In the interest of clarity, the issue is that when it is time to put more line on the trimmer, I cannot get 

the bump knob off either by hand or with pliers.  I have used large channel lock pliers without success.  

Eventually I have to pry the bump knob off of the bolt that attaches it to the drive shaft.  It is trapped 

within a circular recess on the back by a flange that has a slot within which a circular washer is trapped 

to keep the bolt within the bump knob. Then I have to use a set of needle-nosed vice grips to hold the 

drive shaft and another wrench to loosen the bolt.   

In terms of time and effort, it is really a pretty big hassle, all things considered.  More importantly is the 

fact that in the process the bump knob sustains increasingly more distortion and damage.  Bump knobs 

cost about $ 10 each. 

I thought I would appeal to the front office before I give up and ultimately buy another trimmer.  You 

can probably guess what kind of trimmer I am not going to buy.   

The shame of it all is that I am otherwise very pleased with the trimmer.  It is light weight, reliable, and 

powerful enough to handle my trimming needs.  The time and aggravation associated with what is 

required to put line on the trimmer is wildly unacceptable.  

Please acknowledge receipt at your earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and attention. 

 

Rick Thorpe 

8 Loblolly Lane 

Tuttle, OK  73089 

rickithorpe@sbcglobal.net 

(317) 518-5609 

 

The trimmer details are as follows: 

 

Bolens BL 110, 25cc, Hand-Held String Trimmer 

Model Number - 41BD110G965 

Serial Number - 1A154DH1581 

Purchased from Lowe’s – last year if I am not mistaken, but I am not certain about that. 

 

 

 

 

 



There’s more: 

 

After writing this letter, I went back to the web site to find the name and mailing address of the 

Customer Service Manager to whom I should send it.  Melany B., the same “Live Chat” agent I 

corresponded with earlier told me she didn’t have the information but that she could connect me with a 

customer service agent who did.  She gave me another 800 number (800 269-6215) and a new case 

number. (#160507-000785) (11:22 am, central time – Saturday, 7 May) 

 

I called and after a considerable wait, again spoke with Stacey.  She asked if I could hold on for a 

moment and the next I know is I am listening to music.     I just asked for the Name and mailing address 

of the Customer Service manager.  I really didn’t expect to get his name, but I figured the worst that 

could happen is that they refuse.  I didn’t expect to have problem getting a mailing address for the 

company.  Eventually I heard a ringing tone and someone named Jake answered at about 11:30 am.  I 

can’t remember exactly what I said as just as soon as I said I was looking for the name and address of 

the Customer Service manager, Jake kind of went on a rant about how he couldn’t release personal 

information and stuff like that.  I think I re-emphasized that I was looking for the organizational address.  

I don’t think he heard me as he was on kind of a loud tirade talking over my every word.   

 

The next thing you know I am connected to another number with a voice message advising the office 

was closed and ending the call.  

 

I called the 800 number again where I last spoke with Stacey.  When she answered, she immediately 

began the process of asking for all my personal information.  I told her I had just spoken with her, that I 

had been disconnected, and that I had yet to get the mailing address.  I told her I wasn’t going to go 

through it all again and that I asked if she would make note of the fact I was having so much trouble with 

such a simple request and that I am seriously thinking about posting this somewhere to document the 

nature of my experience and how poorly I think I have been treated.   Stacey hung up on me in mid- 

sentence.  

 

Now I am even more motivated to insure this complaint gets into the hands of someone in the 

organization in a position to do something about it.  I can’t help but think this kind of thing is acceptable. 

 

I have never filed an on-line complaint in my life.  It’s not like they could be any less helpful or 

accommodating.   


